and human T-lymphotropic viruses (HTLV). Recombination was a major mechanism leading 47
to the emergence of HIV. Here, we show that two SFV molecular envelope variants circulate 48 among ape populations in Central Africa and that both can be transmitted to humans. These 49 variants differ greatly in the SU region that corresponds to the part of the Env protein in 50 contact with the environment. These variants may have emerged through recombination 51 events between SFV strains infecting different NHP species. 52
INTRODUCTION 53
The emergence of zoonotic viruses is a multi-step process involving the transmission 54 of viruses from domestic or wild animals to humans and their subsequent spread among 55 human populations. Such viral infections are frequent (1). In particular, several viruses 56 originating from non-human primates (NHPs) have had a major impact on human health. 57
Among them, the retroviruses, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) and simian T-58 8 as those used for the Ggo-FV strains, except for the annealing temperature of the PCR of the 145 second fragment (60°C instead of 57°C). 146
The env gene of the prototypic Pan troglodytes verus SFVpvr.SFV7 strain (52) was amplified 147 from SFVpvr.SFV7-infected BHK-21 cells (a gift from A. Rethwilm) using the CPZENVF1 and 148 CPZENVR2b primers (Table 1) with an annealing temperature of 57°C and an extension time 149 of 3'30''. 150 PCR products were directly sequenced by MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). Both sense 151 and antisense sequences were obtained for each fragment and were found to be identical. To 152 obtain complete env sequences, the different env fragments were concatenated (the 153 overlapping regions were identical in all samples). 154
Phylogenetic analyses 155
Multiple sequence alignments on the previously known (Table 2 ) and the newly generated 156 sequences were performed using the DAMBE program (v4.2.13 157
[http://www.dambe.bio.uottawa.ca]). Modeltest v3.6 was used to select the most 158 appropriate nucleotide substitution model, based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC). 159 GTR was found to be the best-fitting model. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the 160
Neighbor Joining method and bootstrap values were calculated on 1,000 replicates. By definition, a clade is a monophyletic group supported by a strong bootstrap value. 166
Herein, we used "group" as a host-specific clade, and "subgroup" as a clade defined on the 167 central region of env. 168
169

Recombinant analyses 170
To search for potential recombination events, similarity plot and bootscanning analyses 171 were performed with Simplot software (v3.5.1 [http://www.simplot.com]). These analyses 172
were performed with default parameters, except for the bootscan repetitions (set to 1,000) 173 and the evolution model (Kimura 2-parameter). The similarity plot depicts a similarity score 174 between a group of interest (query) and other groups (defined based on the phylogenetic 175 tree) over a 200 bp-long region and the overall env gene was analysed by 20 bp-long steps. 176
The bootscan analysis reflects the phylogenetic relationship (bootstrap value) between a 177 group of interest (query) and the other groups (window 200 bp, step 20 bp). 178
The Recombination Detection Program (RDP4 (53)) was also used to investigate putative 179 recombination. Unlike the Simplot derived studies, the RDP method looks for recombination 180 by analyzing every possible sequence triplet (instead of considering groups). A window is 181 moved along the genome and a percentage of identity between each of the three possible 182 pairs is calculated at each position. A p-value is calculated to determine the likelihood that 183 the potential recombination event is due to chance. 184
Protein analysis 185
Percentage identity was calculated by CLC software (CLC DNA Workbench 6) on the 186 alignment obtained with DAMBE after the translation of the sequences into amino acids. 187
Putative glycosylation sites were identified by the NetGlyc In addition, we also obtained complete env sequences from four wild-born NHPs 209 living in the same region as the infected individuals (one gorilla, and three chimpanzees) and 210 11 we sequenced the env gene of a prototypic SFVpvr.SFV7 Pan troglodytes verus strain (Table  211 3). 212
All newly obtained sequences contained an Open Reading Frame of 2958 to 2970 bp 213 and were unique. 214
215
Complete env sequences define host-specific SFV groups 216
We analyzed phylogenetically the complete env sequences using the neighbor joining 217 (Figure 2 ) and the maximum likelihood methods (data not shown). The newly generated 218 complete env sequences were included together with the available SFV env sequences in 219 Genbank ( Table 2 ). The topologies of both phylogenetic trees were comparable. Host-220 specific groups (Gorilla, Chimpanzee, Cercopithecus, Macaque) were identifiable and 221 supported by strong bootstraps (>90). Moreover, among the strains from the chimpanzee-FV 222 group, we identified three different clades corresponding to different subspecies: Pan 223 troglodytes troglodytes, P. t. schweinfurthii and P. t. verus. 224 Interestingly, the gorilla-specific FV group was composed of two monophyletic 225 subgroups supported by strong bootstraps. These subgroups did not correspond to 226 geographic segregation. Indeed, each subgroup contained sequences from both Cameroon 227 and Gabon (underlined strains on the tree; Figure 2 ), as well as both zoonotic and NHP 228 strains (SFVggo or SFVggo.Cam7). We named the subgroup containing the previously 229 described Bad468 env FV sequence, SFV-GorI, and the one containing the Bak74 env FV and 230 the prototypic SFVggo sequences, SFV-GorII. 231
Similarly, two phylogenetic subgroups were identifiable within the Ptr-FV group. We 232 named the one containing the previously described Bad327 and AG15 env sequences, SFV-233 CpzII, and the other one, SFV-CpzI. The Ggo-and Ptr-FV segregated according to the subgroups identified previously (SFV-GorI, 271 SFV-GorII, SFV-CpzI and SFV-CpzII,). In this phylogenetic tree, we could define two clades for 272
African Ape SFVs (clade 1 and clade 2), each comprising both Ggo-FV and Ptr-FV strains. Of 273 note, P.t.verus-FV sequences (SFV7 and SFVcpz) were also split: the SFV7 env sequence was 274 closer to the SFV-CpzII sequences, whereas the SFVcpz env was closer to the 275 P.t.schweinfurthii PFV and the SFV-CpzI strains. Finally, macaque-and cercopithecus-FV 276 isolates were also divided into two distinct subgroups. 277
14
To confirm these findings, in the analysis of the variant region, we included the 21 278 partial env sequences obtained from other individuals infected by a Ggo-FV strain (Table 3) 
Could variants be generated by recombination? 309
We performed bootscan analysis on the env sequences grouped by host specific 310 subgroups to search for potential recombinants among Ggo-and Ptr-FV strains ( Figure 6 ). 311
Consistent with the phylogenetic trees, the conserved region of SFV-GorII env sequences was 312 closely related to SFV-GorI (more than 99% of permuted trees grouped them together), 313 whereas the variable region was closer to sequences from SFV-CpzII (Figure 6 .A). Similarly, 314 the conserved region of SFV-CpzI strains was closer to that of SFV-CpzII strains whereas the 315 variable region of SFV-CpzI strains was closer to that of SFV-GorI strains (Figure 6 .C). 316
Such a pattern suggests that strains from the SFV-GorII subgroup originated from a 317 recombination event between SFV-GorI and SFV-CpzII strains. However, similarity plot 318 analysis argues against this conclusion. Indeed, the similarity score between SFV-GorII and 319 SFV-CpzII strains is low throughout the whole gene, and is lowest in the variant region 320 (between 52 and 62% similarity) (Figure 6 .B). Thus, if the strains from the SFV-GorII 321 subgroup did indeed appear by recombination, one of the parental strains remains 322 unknown. 323
To investigate further this hypothesis, we performed a Recombinant Detection 324
Program (RDP) analysis to detect recombinant sequences. This analysis strongly suggests 325 that the strains from the SFV-GorI and SFV-GorII subgroups diverged upon recombination 326 (p-value=4.745.10 -12 ). Similarly, the SFV-CpzI and SFV-CpzII subgroups probably 327 recombined (p-value=2.074.10 -12 ). However, in both cases, the parental strain from which 328 the central region was obtained could not be identified. 329
We conclude that the two variants observed among Ggo-and Ptr-FV strains probably 330 arose by a recombination event, and that one of the parental strain is still unknown. 331
Here, we studied the variability of the envelope gene of SFVs infecting Apes (gorillas 334 and chimpanzees) and humans living in Cameroon or Gabon. We demonstrate the co-335 circulation of two SFV env molecular variants in both the gorilla-and chimpanzee-FV groups. 336
In a given group, the complete nucleotide sequence of env differs by more than 10% between 337 the variants. These differences are mostly located in a central region of the envelope that we 338 have called the "variant" region, in contrast with the "conserved" region that corresponds to 339 the rest of the env gene. The genetic diversity of env may have arisen from recombination. 340
These findings raise several important issues and questions: 341 342 1) Genetic variability in the conserved region reflects host-species origin and 343 geographical clustering. 344
In the conserved region, the nucleotide variability among Ggo-FV strains was low, 345 ranging from 0.2% to 3.6%. This genetic stability is consistent with the low in vivo variation 346 rate estimated to be around 1.7.10 -8 substitutions per site per year (3). The genetic 347 variability of the conserved regions of the different Ggo-FV reflects geographic location. 348
Indeed, we defined two clusters of Cameroonian sequences and a cluster from strains In the central variant region, we found two subgroups for each FV host-specific group 360 with more than 35% nucleotide variability. This variability did not reflect geographic 361 location. Strains from every Ggo-and Ptr-FV subgroup were present in both humans and 362
NHPs. 363 364
2) What is the mechanism leading to the emergence of env diversity among the SFV 365
variants? 366
We first examined whether recombination, which is a frequent evolutionary event in 367 retroviruses, could explain the diversity of env sequences. (57-60). Indeed, recombination is 368 also frequent among SFVs. In vitro studies show that it can occur between PFV-based vectors 369 and reveal that the probability of a template-switching event within a 1 kb-long region is 370 27% (61). 371
Our analyses suggested that a Ggo-FV variant originated from recombination between 372
Ggo-FV strains and unknown FV strains (the closest known strain being the chimpanzee 373 strains). Similarly one of the Ptr-FV variants may have arisen from recombination between 374 chimpanzee-and gorilla-like FV strains. Until the parental strains are found, the 375 recombination origin of these sequences might be debated. However this hypothesis is the 376 most realistic. 377
Such a scenario implies that NHPs can be co-infected with SFV strains of different host-378 species, and that these strains have recombined. Co-infection has been documented in 379 chimpanzees (5, 6) and rhesus macaques (7). However, in these cases, co-infection occurred 380 with strains from the same host-specific group. Interestingly, in these populations, 381 recombination in FVs has been observed in the pol or gag gene (5, 7). Furthermore, co-382 infection with strains belonging to different NHP-related groups has been documented in 383 wild chimpanzees. These animals were infected with both Colobus monkey-and 384 chimpanzee-related FVs (5, 8) but no recombinant strain was detected. Recently, 385 recombination between macaque-and Cercopithecus-FV strains has been reported (9, 62). 386
However, macaques and Cercopithecus live in different continents, suggesting that the 387 recombination event occurred in captivity. Indeed, animals from various species and/or 388 geographical areas are frequently mixed in primate centers. The variants we report would 389 be the first recombinants detected between SFVs of different primate hosts found in a 390 natural setting. 391
Interestingly, the putative recombination sites were quite similar between the gorilla-392 and the chimpanzee-FV variants. This site also corresponds closely to the same region 393 described in macaque (9) and African Green Monkey FV sequences (54). A similar variant 394 region, with similar recombination points, has been described in feline FVs (63). Together, 395 this suggests that a recombination hot-spot may exist in the env region of foamy viruses. 396
Our data suggest the different env-based subgroups arose by recombination, but 397 many questions remain unsolved. First, the identity of one of the parental strains is still 398 undetermined. This second parental strain, which purportedly introduced the central 399 variable region into the env gene, may be either an existing but yet undescribed FV, or a 400 strain that has disappeared. Second, the date of the recombination events has not been 401 
